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CHAPTER 1.
PN

I)OUND IN

~

IT S ~L ATIONSHIP T O ~HU,\CH }3ELLS.

KNOWLEDGE of the physical laws which

~ govern the production of musical sounds is
~

very necessary to the makers of all musical
~oJ instruments but especially so to bell-founders
'l'
and a brief outline of these laws forms a
fitting introduction to any work on bells and
bell-founding.
The proportions which strings of various lengths
bear to the pitch of the tones which they produce
were discovered by Pythagoras (circa B.C. 500) whose
musical scale tuned throughout by fifths accords very
nearly with the temperate scale to which piano-fortes
etc. are tuned at the present day but is inferior to
the theoretically perfect scale. It is however to the
discoveries and researches made during the past
century and more especially during the past twenty
years that we owe the greater portion of the infor-
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of the instruments themselves impart the necessary
The
impulses to the surrounding atmosphere.
simplest of these instruments is a tuning fork which
may be considered as an elastic double pendulum.
This when struck sharply may be seen to be in
vibration and from its construction as a pendulum
the regularity of its vibrations are insured. Again
from its being so little liable to variation the number
of its vibrations in a second are likely to remain
permanently the same. For this reason it has been
chosen as the general standard of reference for the
pitch of all other instruments. But unfortunately
the makers of tuning forks in this and other
countries have not yet adopted an universal standard
pitch so that the nominal pitch of a note varies considerably in these as in other musical instruments.
Most treatises on acoustics give 256 vibrations
a second for middle C which would allow the
A tuning fork to have 256 X %= 426i vibrations
but the International Commission convened for the
purpose and held at Paris about a quarter century
since gave 435 as the number of vibrations in a
second which should be considered as the universal
standard A. Although this standard has not yet
been adopted its desirability is evident when we
find that at Paris in the year 1700 the standard A
was only 4-05 a second later on it rose to 425
in 1855 it was 440 and in 1857 it rose to 448.
In Berlin it is now 448 at Milan 45 I i and at
Covent Garden London 455. This last number
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IS very convenient for a standard English pitch as
it allows the length of all the organ pipes in C to
be an exact number of English feet (see Note r) e.g.
in a large organ the length of the lowest C pipe
from its embouchure to end = 16 feet the next
octave above = 8 feet the next 4- feet and so on
upwards in all open pipes half the length of pipe
giving the next octave above. But this pitch is a
half note sharper than C with 256 vibrations in a
second and in published accounts of the weights
dimensions and notes of church bells sometimes
the sharper and at others the flatter of these two
pitches is referred to in naming the notes. This
probably arises from the flatter pitch being nearer
to the mediseval and traditionary pitoh of the bells,
and is therefore still retained for old bells while
new ones are named from the modern concert
pitch. This will explain many of the seeming
contradictions often met with in the lists of weights
diameters and notes of bells (see Note 2).

NOTE I. -The velocity of sound in a second divided by the
number of vibrati ons of a given note in a second would give its wave
length one half of which is the length required for an open organ
If A = 455 C should equal
pipe to produce the same note.
455 -i- %= 273 vibrations in a second. The velocity of sound ma y
be taken at 1093 ft. a second therefore the length of an organ pipe
to give the C next below the A tunin g fork of 455 should be
~ ('N z' ft. ) = 2 ft.
The C one octave below requires 4 ft. two
octaves below g ft. and three octaves below 16 ft.
NOTE 2.-In 1858 Dr. Lardner in hi s work on acoustics gave
440 as the standard pitch for A and at the same time stated the pitch
of the undermentioned orchestras to be as follows
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As a ring of large bells is required to produce
melody only and they have not to be played in conjunction with any other instruments (see Note 3) the
number of vibrations for the key note of the ring is
immaterial so long as the vibrations of the smaller
bells bear the correct proportion to those of the
tenor which for a ring of eight bells should be in
the same proportion as the perfect diatonic scale or
as I : ~ f ~! {- V and 2. The old pitch G would
give 96 vibrations per second for a tenor bell and
At th e Berlin Opera
Academie de la Musique-Paris
Opera Comique-Paris It alian Opera

437·31.
437·31.
41.7'61
41.4.14

In 1875 Professor T yndall quoting Helmholtz's Tonempfundgen
p. 30 says " New grand pianos may reach A with 27! vibrations."
This would also make the standard A = 1.7~ x 1.' or 440 .
Professor Pi etro Blaserna of the Royal University of Rome is of
opinion that the gradual rise in the musical pitch which has now
been going on for more than a century has been caused by the makers
of musical instruments continually endeavouring to increase th e
brilliancy of the tone of their instruments but Professor Dolbear of
Tufts College U.S.A. has a very ingenious theory respecting it which
is however more ingenious than reliable.
In his work on the
Telephone p. 66 he says " During th e past century there has been
quite a steady rise in the standard pitch and th is has been brought
about in a very curious and unexpected way. The tun ing fork has
been the instrument to preserve the pitch * * * But a tuning
fork is brought to its pitch with a file which warms it somewhat so
that at the moment it is in tune with th e standard th at is being
duplicated it is above its normal temperature and when it cools its
tone rises. When another is made of like pitch with this one the
same thing is repeated and so it has continued until th e standard
pitch has risen nearly a tone higher than it was in Handel's time. "
NOTE 3.-Excepting of course other bells within hearing .
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a ring of eight in that key should have the following
vibrations (see N ote 4) ; Treble G = 96 X 2 =
znd
F~ = 96 x 1.J =
3rd
E = 96 x {;- =
4- th
D = 96 x % =
5th
C = 96 x }
6th
B = 96 x f =
7th
A = 69 X ~ =
Tenor G = 96 X 1 =

192 vibrations in a second,
180
"
160
IH

"

128
120
108
96

"

A given number of vibrat ions in a second always
produces a note identical in pitch irrespective of the
instrument employed in its production but the
quality of the sound varies considerably according
to the instrument used. Thus with a note of the
same pitch the tone of an organ pipe is vastly
different to that of a piano wire the tone of a
clarionet to that of a violin string and that of either
to the human voice. This quality of tone or clangtint as Professor Tyndall has proposed to call it
which is termed timbre by the French and klangfarbe by the Germans is the distin guishing feature
between instruments differing in kind or in excellence. When its full volume of sound is produced
by almost any instrument that sound is a more or
N OTE 4.-These numbers 'Jf vibrations are useful for comparing
those of the three scales when tuned th eoretically correct.

GA

BCD

E

F~G

Perfect
96 10 8
120
128
144 160
180
19 2
Te mperate 96 ~7" 7 5 120'95 128 '44 144'2 161 '84 181'64 192
182t
192
Pythagorean 96 108
121§ 128
144 162.
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less complex one and consists not only of the nominal
note called its fundamental but there are also mixed
with it a number of others called overtones or
harmonics.
The number and notes of these
harmonics vary very considerably in different
instruments and on their being harmonious or
otherwise with the fundamental notes depends the
clang-tint of the instrument (see Note 5). It has
been clearly proved by Professor Tyndall in his
excellent work on "Sound" why these overtones
are produced viz. :- from the tendency which every
vibrating body has to break itself up into a number
of subdivisions or " vibrating segments" other than
those belonging to the fundamental note and thus
produce secondary tones corresponding in pitch to
the dimensions of those subdivisions.
Let the thick line in the annexed figure represent an elastic metal ring of large size freely suspended. If we forcibly str ike thi s ring on its inside
in the directi on of the arrow at A it is evident we
shall lengthen the diameter A B say to Al B'
N OTE 5.- In 1785 Ch ladni m ade his celebrat ed discovery that if
a glass or met al plate on which sand has been sprink led be made to
sound by m ean s of a violin bow a distinc t image or figure is produced
on th e sand m ore or less comp lex according to th e compos ition of the
tone and tha t the same tone will always reproduce a similar figure in
the sand. Sinc e his time th e subject uf the overtone by wh ich all
but the most sim ple lin es are produced on th e sanded plate h as
received much att ention an d m any furt her discoveries have been
m ade. The most im portant are th e Syren inv ent ed by Cagnairdde- Ja-Tour but n ow very much imp roved th e resonators of H elmh oltz
and the singing flam es of Shaffgotch and Tyndall .

~!---~9
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while the diameter C D will consequently become
shortened say to C 2 D 2. But the ring being elastic
A I and HI will rebound towards and C2and D2 away
from the centre and thus make A2 B2 the shorter
and CI D' the longer diameter. Thus we have in
turn two ellipses of which A Band C D are alternately the longer and alternately the shorter diameters and the ring ABC D is divided into two pairs
of vibrating segments situated between the nodal
points as shewn by the thin lines in the figure.
Having struck the ring a sound is produced" corresponding to the number of vibrations in the second
and this sound is the pure fundamental note of the
ring so long as only two pairs of segments are
vibrating. But it is evident especially with a thin
ring of large size that it may divide itself into
three four five six or even a larger number of these
pairs of vibrating segments and practice proves that
it will do so. It is also evident that in order to
obtain a set of any number of such segments of
equal length with each other the strength and therefore the weight of the ring must be equally divided
throughout its whole circumference.
It has been proved by Chladni and others that
a disc varies the number of its vibrations in a given
time in direct proportion to its thickness and in
inverse proportion to the square of its diameter which
is only another way for stating that discs of similar
material have the number of their vibrations in a
second directly as their weights and inversely as the
c
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squares of their diameter (see Note 6) . As our ring
is a circular segment of a disc it should in vibrating
obey the same laws and that it does so may be
read ily .proved by experiment. If with the ring
we substitute the circumference for the diameter
which will not alter the proportions and reason
on its analogy to a disc we get the equation V = ~
c
which V = number of vibrations of the ring in a
second when giving out its fundamental note Wits
weight and C 2 the square of its circumference.
Again as the whole circumference varies in the
proportion of th e square of its length any portion of
the circumference must vary as the square of its
length also and if the circumference be divided into
any number of equal portions those portions must
vary as the square of their number. But it has
been shown that the whole ring when divided into
N OTE 6.-An imp ortant err or is made by Sir Edmund Beckett
on page 31.9 of "Clocks W atche s and Bells." He states th at " the
whole theory of the designing of bells to produce the required musical
notes is produced from this mathematical law that the number of It
ib .
d vanes
vari as (thickness)
VI rati ons per secon
diametcr ' ."

The Rev. Pr olessor Haughton F.R.S . &c. also makes the same
error. In his article on Bells page 51.2 of the " Record of the Inter,
national Exhibition" he .ays "It is found tha t the number of
vibrati ons made by a bell in giving out its fundamental tone varies
as ~ where T denotes the thickness of th e bell and D its diameter.
If necessary plenty of evidence from existing bells might be cited
to prove tha t ~ is the correct proportion if the fact were not already
confirmed by so great an authority as P rofessor Tyndall (see " Sound "
pp. 149 and 150). "The numb er of vibrations executed by a bell in
a given time varies directly as the thickness and inversely as the
square of the bell's diameter."
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784
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576

3rd

400

2nd

256

H4

"
"

0·1

-ein which the two G notes marked X are each
nearly a half tone sharp. Of these overtones the
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less we hear of the rst 3rd 4th and 5th the better
the complete sound will be.
The sound of a bell is governed by precisely
the same conditions as that of an elastic ring. A
blow of the clapper on the sound bow sets it vibrating in segments and the points of division between
the segments (the nodes or parts of no vibration) are
extended into nodal lines passing vertically from
the lip through the sound bow and across the
crown. Like the ring a bell also when sounding
its pure fundamental note is divided into two pairs
of vibrating segments only for the lip the sound
bow or any horizontal section parallel with them
similarly forms itself into two alternating ellipses as
shown in the figure facing page 9. The harmonics
of a bell would also be the same as those of a ring
but for this important difference. A good bell (on
the usual model of church bells) is of such shape
and varying thickness or strength from the lip to the
crown that its harmonics cannot be formed like those
in a symmetrical ring but are so modified that they
improve instead of deteriorating the quality of its
tone and besides this its fundamental note is sufficiently powerful to make itself heard above any of
its harmonics. This explains the cause of the
inferiority of many bells. If a bell be too thin
the tendency to subdivision is so great that its
If too thick
harmonics have undue prominence.
the tendency to subdivision is so small that its
harmonics generally stop at its first overtone which
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is generally in a thick bell the same as the first
overtone in the ring before spoken of. This overtone being the only powerful one is heard with such
distinctness that especially in treble bells of high
notes it is frequently mistaken by an un practised
ear for the fundamental tone as it is the first
harmonic only which the bell retains immediately
after the blow of the clapper or in other words at
a distance the fundamental note only is heard and
that of short duration. The fundamental tone is
also heard by those near to the bell but it is so
quickly quenched by its first harmonic that the
ear so situated is puzzled in attempting to distinguish between them.
When the sound-bow is of unequal thickness
i, e, of unequal strength it will not divide into
segments of equal len gths the result being that
the fundamental tone itself is compounded of two
or more notes its harmonics are unequally developed
its nominal note is uncertain and its tone harsh and
unpleasing. T aking for an illustration an extreme
case we have in a dinner gong an elastic body
composed of a ring and a flat disc. It is thin in
proportion to its size and having been hammered
all over is likely to be of varying strength. The
ton es of any the writer has ever heard are composed
wholly of harmonics and could scarcely be otherwise except by accident.
An analysis of the tone of a bell might be made
by the aid of Tyndall's sensitive flame which
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dances or vibrates in sympathy with its own particular note or by the aid of Helmholtz's resonators
which resound in a powerful degree to their own
notes only. But for large church bells the writer
of this paper before he was aware of any other contrivance for the purpose discovered a much more
practical method.
A set of tuning forks are
required furnished with slides so that each may
produce not only any exact note within its range
but any intermediate fraction of a note also. By
the aid of these an observer may by repeated trials
make the bell record its own 'harmonics. The
method is simple does not require a delicate ear
and may be readily acquired after a little practice
has taught the observer what harmonics are
generally to be found.
He must first set one
of his tuning forks in unison with the harmonic
which he expects to find and after striking the
tuning fork on a convenient spot but not on the bell
place the tail of the fork against the lip of the bell.
If it has one of its harmonics exactly in unison with
the fork the bell will almost immediately commence
to vibrate in sympathy with the fork and emit a
perfectly pure tone of the same pitch and much
more powerful than the fork alone could give out
even when placed on a good sounding board. If
on the contrary the fork be set very near but not
exactly in unison the sound itself will be faint but
marked by very audible " beats." This test is the
more delicate when as experiments clearly prove a
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difference of three or four vibrations in a second
from unison will not only fail to cause the bell to
sound but will speedily silence that of the fork
whilst with perfect unison the bell will continue to
sound for several seconds after the fork has been
removed and silenced. In large bells the second
overtone or double octave above the fundamental
is the most readily found and in treble bells the first
overtone or ninth above the fundamental can
generally be very readily found with an ordinary
set of two sliding tuning forks ranging from C to C'.
If not successful in the first attempt a very few
trials will determine whether the harmonic sought
for be present or not. Much larger tuning forks
are required to test the fundamental tones but with
their aid the notes of which the tone of a bad bell
is compounded may be ascertained with certainty
or with a properly tuned fork a bell may be tuned
with mathematical accuracy even by a person unacquainted with music.
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CHAPTER II.
TH E

j3EL LFO U N D ER'S

~ ELLFOUNDING

Al\.T.

has been carried on in
this country for fully ten centuries . In the
earlier ages this art like many others was
known only in the monasteries. Later on
it would appear to have been the custom
for bellfounders to travel from place to place and
"
cast
their bells near the churches in which they
were to be fixed in order to avoid the difficulty and
risk which in those days doubtless attended the
transit of such heavy weights to any considerable
distance. From the legends on their bells and from
other historical sources we may gather the names
of a number of th ose old bellfounders who have
during the past three hundred years left their work
behind them. Many might be cited but perhaps
deserving of greater praise were the Purdues of
Salisbury the Rudhalls of Gloucester Miles Gray
the great founder of the Eastern counties and
Phelps of London afterwards succeeded by Lester
Pack and Chapman the founders of the celebrated
"Bow Bells." A number of excellent bells were

M
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cast during the earlier part of the eighteenth century
in the immediate neighbourhood of Bristol by the
Bilbies of Chewstoke while Evan and Wm. Evans
of Chepstow also supplied some good bells to be
found amongst the many nngs in the Western
counties of England.
From the latter part of the last to about the
middle of the present century church bells as well
as church buildings were greatly neglected and as
a natural consequence bell founding languished in a
proportionate degree until it almost became one of
the lost arts. During this period the Rudhalls of
Gloucester became extinct as a bell founding family
after flourishing from the time of Henry VIII.
(see Note 8). They were justly celebrated for their
skill and had probably cast a greater number of
NOTE 8.-Lukis on "Church Bells" page 12 gives the list of
Gloucester bell founders as under while th e writer of this paper has
not noticed a bell of Rudhall's of a later date th an the tenor of
Minchinhampton Church cast in 1823.
" Gloucester
"John of Gloucester ...
circa
1310
" Sandre of Gloucester
c.
1400
"William Henshawe*
c.
1480
"Abraham Rudhall Sen.t
1684
"Abraham 'R udhall Jun.
1718-1727
"Abel Rudhall
1737-1754
"Thomas Rudhall
1764-1780

::

J:;~les

I

Rudhall

1784--1828

" • There is a brass to the memory of W. Henshawe and his two
"wives in St. Michael's Church, Gloucester. The ligures of the
" wives alone remain and the following legend.-' Pray for the Soull
" 'of Willm. Henshawe Belfounder and late Maire of this Towne
" 'and Alys and Agnes his wyfes the which Willm. deceased the

o
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good bells than any other founders in England.
They left no immediate successors and the bells
produced by the few remaining firms were generally
speaking far inferior to the older examples. In
later years with the great advances made in church
architecture shown both in the structure of new
churches and in the restoration of old ones church
bells have received a larger amount of attention
consequently a fresh impetus has been given
to the bell founder's art and it is now much more
thoroughly studied and better understood than it
was formerly, The many fine old rings long disused through one or more of the bells being broken
are gradually being restored many new rings have
been cast and a more healthy tone prevails amongst
the ringers who are generally superior both socially
and morally to their predecessors of fifty or even
twenty years ago.
The credit for much of this improvement is due
to Sir Edmund Beckitt (late Mr. E. B. Denison)
whose work on " Clocks Watches and Bells" is
accepted as a text book on the subject and also to
the Rev. H. T. Ellacombe who is the editor of
" Church Bells" the inventor of improved chiming
hammers and a copious writer on bells and bell
These writers having directed public
ringing.
" ,
. day of . • • . in the yer of our Lord God a
" , th ousand c c c c c • . . • and the said A Iys decessed the
" , Seconde day of /february the yere of or Lord MXVcXIX for whose
'" soules of yo' charite say a pater nost ' and a Ave.'''
" t He died January 1736 aged 78."

~t----;----------:.-
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attention to the matter the result has been the
production of a better class of bells and the establishment of "guilds" of bell ringers which as they
gradually extend their influence throughout the
country will effect the much needed reformation in
the various belfries.
Excellence or demerit is here as elsewhere a
question of degree. A just judgment can only be
arrived at by studying the best examples comparing
them with others of less merit and carefully noticing
the particular points present in the one and lacking
in the other model. Although intuition will sometimes serve in arriving at a correct judgment more
reliance can be placed on an educated taste. The
graduations between superiority and inferiority of
tone are fewer and the points of difference more
strongly marked in church bells than in many other
musical instruments. The older bell founders have
given us examples of what bells ought to be and
the means of finding by comparison with such how
far superior their best bells are to many of those of
ancient as well as of modern times. Indeed it is
doubtful if their best productions can be surpassed.
It is quite certain that few modern bells equal them.
But a large proportion of old bells are very inferior
to the best modern ones and this leads to the
inference that older founders arrived at the proper
shape for bells the distribution of the weight and
the mixture of the metals after a lengthened series
of experiments but that they had not succeeded in
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reducing their art to a mathematical system of
universal adaptation from which they could cast
a variety of bells to weight note and tone, at will.
N either had the bell founders in the earlier part of
this century if we may judge by their productions
any correct scientific principles to guide them as
the majority of the bells cast about this time were
very inferior to the older ones.
Sir Edmund
Beckett is doubtless correct in attributing this
inferiority to the custom the founders adopted of
making their larger bells much too thin in proportion
to the diameter and using a softer mixture of metals
than is proper for good bells. The first fault
involves the second.
As the brittleness of bell
metal increases with its hardness it would evidently
be unsafe to make a thin bell so brittle as a thicker
one of the same diameter. As compared with one
of the proper strength a thin bell always sounds
weak and unsatisfactory and a soft bell lacks in
resonance .
A good bell should give out a decided note not
an uncertain one and should emit a full volume of
sound. Its fundamental note should be audible a
considerable time after it has been struck, and its
tone or clang-tint should be full and harmonious.
In order to produce bells uniformly possessing
these combined qualifications it is essential that the
art of bell founding should be reduced to a system
the attainment of which necessitates much study
and research combined with careful experiments.

l---.----------:L
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To carry such system into successful practice
demands the exercise of the knowledge and
experience thus gained combined with sound judgment and careful manipulation.
The fundamental principles determining the
goodness of quality in a bell comprise the correctness of:i st,
Its proportional thickness.
znd. Its shape.
3rd. Its alloy or mixture of metals.
4th. Its quality as a casting.
By the term" proportional thickness" is meant
that proportion which the thickness of the sound
bow bears to the diameter the diameter at the
mouth of a bell being in all cases the unit to which
all other dimensions should be proportionate. The
ratio which its thickness bears to its diameter not
only at the sound bow but throughout its weight is
of essential importance. Actual admeasurement of
the sound bow is not a reliable means of ascertaining
the proportional thickness of which the bell was
designed but a close approximation may always be
readily arrived at if the weight of the bell as well
as its diameter be known. The thickness of the
sound bow has rarely been made less than onefifteenth or more than one-tenth 'of the diameter.
There has not arisen much difference of opinion as
to the thickness proper for the smaller bells of a
ring but founders of different epochs have widely
differed from each other in the proportional thick-
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ness they have allowed for the larger bells. The
thin bells previously referred to as being inferior
were generally one-fifteenth of their diameter in the
thickest part or sound bow and one-forty-fifth at
their shoulder or thinnest part the substance of the
intermediate portions ranging between these two
extremes. The most admired bells are never found
to be so thin as this but are more frequently on the
one-thirteenth scale of thickness at their sound bow
and their other parts are made equally strong in proportion. This may readily be proved by comparing
their weights with their diameters. The celebrated
" Great Bell of Bow" is fully of the higher (or
one-thirteenth) scale of thickness is 64-~ inches in
diameter weighs 53 cwt. and its note is C natural.
If the same note be produced by a bell on the onefifteenth scale it must be nine inches smaller in
diameter and weigh 28 cwt. only. It is evident
from the great disproportion between these weights
that if the less be sufficient to produce as good a
tone in a bell of that note the difference between
that and the greater weight is simply a waste of 25
cwt, of bell metal. But no bell founder has proved
it to be possible with 28 cwt. of metal only to make
a bell of the same note of anything like so good a
tone as the Bow Bells tenor and the thicker bells
still remain unrivalled in their excellence.
It is probable that the rage for cheapness (so
prevailing a folly of modern times) induced bell
founders to attempt to satisfy a demand for rings in
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the same keys and of similar tones to the celebrated
older ones but at a much less outlay. They succeeded in producing identical notes but there the
similarity ended the light bells being incomparably
inferior in tone to their heavier rivals. The fine
ring of ten bells at Bow Church is an exceptional
case as the majority of rings out of the very large
number to be found in England are composed of
fewer bells in a higher key and of course smaller in
But the same
diameter and lighter in weight.
arguments apply in determining the thickness
proper for the larger bells of these smaller rings.
Bell founders of all ages agree in their practice of
increasing the proportional thickness of the smaller
bells of a ring irrespective of the key note of the
tenor so that if it is a mistake to make a bell in the
key of C so thin as the one-fifteenth of its diameter
it must be doubly a mistake to do so with bells
of higher notes.
Perhaps one-thirteenth of the
diameter is the maximum for excellence in large
bells but experience proves that one-fourteenth is
the minimum of safety. Smaller bells may increase
in thickness up to one-tenth of their diameter.
They are rarely found in practice to have been
made thicker than this excepting in rings of ten or
twelve bells where the trebles run into such high
notes that they would appear to be very disproportionate in their weights as compared with the
larger bells of the ring unless they are made of
undue thicknesses. The advantage thus gained is of
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doubtful value as the tones of bells do not improve
as they advance beyond this limit of thickness.
The smaller bells of a ring had better be omitted
unless they can be heard distinctly and sound
harmoniously with the others.
The quality of its tone is considerably affected
by the shape of a bell as the notes of its harmonics
greatly depend upon it. It has been proved both
by comparing them with others and by repeated
experiments that bells cast on a model similar to
the one adopted by both the older and the modern
English bell founders are far superior in tone to
bells cast on any model widely differing from it.
The hemispherical form for large bells was proved
to be incorrect many years ago and is now rarely
used. Occasionally" bells of that shape are made
for cemeteries for which their horribly doleful sound
is appropriate enough." The Chinese and Indian
bells run into the opposite extreme in their shape
being excessively tall in proportion to their diameters.
They are heavily loaded with ornamentation and
like the campanulacese or similar monopetalous
flowers which serve as their model they have their
edges deeply serrated . However much they may
be admired for their appearance as works of skill
they are yet deficient in the most essential qualities
a bell should be possessed of. There is a large
Chinese bell in the Briti sh Museum the gift of Her
Majesty the Queen and another in the courtyard
of Berkeley Castle. Their tones are harsh and
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unmusical and in every way inferior to the poorest
of European bells. The continental bells vary but
they usually differ from the English in being taller
having less hollow sides and being much smaller in
diameter at the shoulder. Experience has shown
that the tones of a short bell are not so long
sustained and have an unpleasant jerky or staccato
effect while an unduly tall bell is not heard at so
great a distance and is rung with greater difficulty
than a bell of proper proportions. A bell should
not exceed three-fourths of its diameter in height
and its inside diameter at the shoulder should be
one-half that of the mouth. English bell founders
differ from each other less with respect to these
proportions than in the general contour because the
curve with which it is described is of a complex
The correct form of the curve and
nature.
the other minor details of the shape are of considerable importance and can only be settled by
experience.
There are analyses of the composition of bellmetal in which antimony and other metals figure
the antimony being used for hardening but the
notion that silver was generally added by old bell
founders is a fallacy and all competent authorities
agree that bronze or ~ mixture of only copper and
tin makes the best known metal for bells the larger
the proportion of tin the harder the alloy becomes.
The proportions usually employed range between
20 %of tin to 80 %of copper and 25 %of tin to
E
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75 % of copper. Small and thin bells are made
softer than large or thick ones. Only the smallest
are made so soft as the first proportion and few
large ones so hard as the latter which was near!y
the mediseval mixture for big bells and is found to be
the extreme limit for strength of metal. 23z %of
tin to 76Z %of copper is the mixture recommended
by Sir E. Beckett for large bells.
Sometimes too much importance is attached to
the metal and too little to the shape in accounting
for the tone. As with an elastic ring so with a bell
its stren gth and elasticity determine the number of
v ibrations or pitch of the tone its loudness or
duration and the number of the overtones but it is
the shape and not the quality of the metal which
makes these overtones consonant with the fundamental note.
Still the importance of having a
definite mixture will readily be admitted as with it
the weight of a bell of a given diameter and model
can alway s be taken as a measure of its st rength
Sir E. Beckett's
and elasticity or vice versa.
mixture recommends itself because it accords with
the theory of atomic combination its chemical
expres sion being CU6' Sn,
It also makes °a strong
and sonorous metal.
Not only must the alloy be made of the correct
proportions of copper and tin but it must be
manipulated in such a manner as to produce a
perfectly homogenous casting free from porosity flaws
or other unsoundness. Smoothness of surface and
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clearness of the inscriptions and ornaments give
credit to the manipulative skill and taste of the
founder but do not affect the quality of the tone of
a bell. Continental founders pay especial attention
to the outside appearance of their bells and this care
English founders without neglecting the essential
points would do well to imitate.
Enough has been already said to prove that it is
much more important in a ring of bells that all of
them should be of good tone and perfectly in tune
with each other than that they should exactly accord
with some arbitrary musical pitch. The correctness
of shape (the quality of the alloy and the other
essentials of a bell having been determined its weight
may be accurately calculated from its diameter and
proportional thickness. This weight of metal will
always produce the same number of vibrations in a
second within very narrow limits.
When it is
remembered that in casting large bells the material
of which the moulds are made is loam or a species
of sand which it is not possible to work with the
exactness of a less unstable material small deviations
from perfect accuracy can be readily accounted for.
Bells which require tuning are flattened by reducing
the thickness of the sound bow on the inside of the
bell or may be made a little sharper by cutting away
the lip on the same principle on which a tuning
fork is adjusted viz. :-by making the prongs
thinner to flatten it or making them shorter to
sharpen it. Bells were formerly tuned by hand
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either with a hammer and chisel or with a tool
similar to a mill pick. It is now generally performed by machinery the superfluous metal being
removed in a much neater and more expeditious
manner by a vertical lathe or boring machine.
Founders avoid sharpening bells as much as possible
as the removal of the lip of a bell detracts from its
symmetrical appearance.
Not only should bell founding be conducted
upon a reliable system to ensure the production of
good toned bells of the required weights and notes
but the system should be extended to the arrangement of rings of bells in order to ensure each bell
being in peal as well as being of the correct note .
This will not be the case unless each one is of the
proper proportional weight with all the other bells
in the ring. The want of such a system is
painfully apparent in many existing rings. In
unequally weighted rings some of the bells being
much more powerful than others and the quality
of their tones very different the weaker ones can
scarcely be distinguished and the effect of the
whole when rung in peal is far from being melodious and pleasing.
The weights of all the other bells in a ring
should be in proper proportion to that of the tenor
and as unduly thin bells are inferior it is essential
as the first step in designing a ring of bells of which
the weight of the tenor is given to decide on the
proportional thickness necessary to insure its being
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of a good tone. A bell of 20 cwt. in the key of F
concert pitch would be nearly on the one-thirteenth
scale of thickness and should be excellent in its
tone. With the same weight it will not be so good
in the key of E it will be far inferior in E band
almost worthless in D. From this it is evident
that the production of a bell of good tone from a
given weight of metal is confined within very
narrow limits as to its note. This important fact
should be carefully borne in mind in deciding on
the key note for a ring of bells especially where the
price is limited. Good bells of a proper thickness
cost the same and occupy less room than thin and
inferior bells of the same weight. The thickness
should always govern the note and not the note
the thickness, That of the tenor having been
decided on a few of the larger bells immediately
above it should be on the same scale of thickness.
The others should ascend by easy gradations to the
treble or smallest bell which it is usual to make of a
considerably heavier scale of thickness than the
tenor. There should be no sudden jumps from
one scale of thickness to another and two very
common errors should be avoided viz. stinting the
weight of the bell next above the tenor in order
that the latter may be more emphasised and making
the smaller bells unduly heavy with the expectation
that by so doing they will be of proportionally
increased loudness of tone.
As an illustration
showing how some celebrated rings are arranged

two examples are analyzed below showing approximately their weights and the proportions which
their thicknesses bear to their diameters.
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Exeter Cathedral Bells
A.D. 1676.
Bell. Note.

2

D
C

3 Eb
4- A
5 G
6 F
7 ED
8 D
9 C
10 Bb

W eight. Proportional
CWl5.
Thickness.

9
10
lo t
12 ~-

15
21
30 t
3 8t
47
67t

'°9 2
' 087
'080
'080
'07 8
'077
'°77
'079
'°7 6
'°7 6

Bow Bells London
A.D. 1762.
Bell

Note.

E
2 D
3 C

4- B
5 A
6 G
7 F
8 E
9 D
10 C

Wei ght. Proportional
cwt s,
Thickness.

8l9t
10
12
13f
16
2 1t
26t
H~

Hi

'100
'°97
' 087
' 087
'082
'°79
'077
'°77
'077
'°79

N one of these exceeds in proportional thickness the
limit previously recommended and the rings are
arran ged so very nearly according to the principle
adopted by the writer that they afford a strong
confirmation of its correctness. The exceptions
are that in neither ring is an advance made in the
third or octave bell to the tenor also that in the
Exeter ring the eighth bell is slightly disproportionate to those immediately above and below it
and the tenor is about 3 cwt. lighter whilst that of
Bow Church is about 3 cwt, heavier than it would
be if both were made exactly upon the '077 or onethirteenth scale of thickness.
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The number of bells in a ring should not exceed
ten. Eight as a rule are quite sufficient and if well
rung sound much better than a larger number
handled indifferently. When small bells only are
obtainable it is preferable to have six good ones
than to distribute their weight into a poor ring of
eight. The cost of metal is the same in either case
but in the former a considerable saving is effected
in frame work hangings and labour. The six bells
also occupy much less room in the tower this is
frequently an important consideration. Rings of a
smaller number than six are far inferior in their
effect but even so few as three bells make tolerably
pleasing chimes and are acceptable in the absence of
a more complete ring or peal.
The notes and characters of existing bells should
be considered before deciding on those of new
ones within hearing distance. Attention to this is
necessary in order to avoid discord or inferiority of
sound. This precaution is generally neglected so
that in large towns where several rings or even
single bells are heard at the same time an addition
to their number is oftentimes an annoyance rather
than an acquisit ion.
The same precautions are imperative in "splicing
a peal" or adding new bells to its number otherwise
if individually good but "unequally weighted" in
proportion to the original ones the new bell, may
spoil the effect of the whole.
The re-casting of a broken bell affords an oppor-
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tunity if necessary of improving the quality of its
successor but if the old bell was originally of the
correct weight for its note and position in its ring
a little new metal should be allowed to compensate
for the loss occasioned by re-melting it.
Non.-There were to be seen in the Paris Exhibition this year
(1878) many fine specimens of Continental bells French Belgian
Austrian and Italian. The smooth face upon the casting and the
sharp definition of the ornament which in the French bells chiefly
consisted of bands around the shoulder in the cinque-cento style the
sound bow being left comparatively plain exhibit that nicety of
workmanship and tasteful expression common with Continental
founders. The followinj is a list of exhibitor s. England Russia and
Germany were not represented in thi s branch and Spain showed only
one small bell from Barcelona.
E. Bolce-s-Le Mans.
Ursulin Dencausse-Tarbes.
A. L. J. Vanaerschodt-Lou vain.
Burdin Ain e-Lyons.
Albert Samassa-Laibach.
Contal et Tonya-Tarbes,
Joseph Posdech-Pesth.
Paul Drouot-Douai.
Dubuisson-G allois-Paris.
Fratlli . Baricozzi-Milan.
Hildebrand-Paris.
Fratlll. De Poli-Venice.
The Bourdon or large tenor bell for Fecamp of M. Bolee was a
noble casting. It appeared to be somewhat of the proportions here
advocated and was stated to weigh 6175 kilos. The same founder
also exhibited a carillon of bells. There are in the Pyrenees some
very ancient bell foundries. One of the exhibitors from t he old town
of Tarbes states that his foundry has been worked by the same family
for four centuries. The bells from this foundry are without canons
and are held to an iron headstock by a central bolt upon Messrs.
Taylor's plan. The headstock as indeed is the case with other bells
exhibited has upon it a counterpoise which may be advantageous
where bells are not rung in peal as in England. The Belgian bell
appeared to be very much upon the English model. The Austrian
triplet of Herr Samassa were beautifully got up to a bright surface
and ornamented around the shoulder by a gothic moulding and
around the sound bow by a vine wreath, Some of the Italian bells
were finely executed with quattro-cento 'bands around the shoulder
the lower portion having for ornament funereal hangings Or drapery.
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On Bell Hanging.

PN j3ELL fiANGING.
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method of hanging church bells varies
but little throughout this country and is
too well known to need a description here.
The general construction and fixture of the
bell frame stock and wheel etc. are very
important points as the best ring of bells possible
will be but little used if badly hung. The materials
should of course be of the best quality the timber
usually English oak must be well seasoned and
sound the workmanship unexceptionable throughout and particular attention should be paid to details
seemingly trivial but known by the initiated to be
all important. It is imperative that the work should
be entrusted to none but an experienced bell hanger.
The founder generally combines the hanging with
his business and should be required when undertaking to supply and hang a ring of bells to complete the whole in a sound and efficient manner.
The weight of the clapper should be carefully
proportioned to suit the particular class of bell for
which it is intended. Too light a clapper will fail
to bring out the full tone of a bell whilst too heavy
a one might crack it. Cannons cast on bells ma)'

iff
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improve the appearance but they are unnecessary
as bells are as good and can be as readily hung
without them by means of a central bolt through
the crown. Four short stout cannons are better
than the six long slender ones of the old type but
the central bolt is best when the bell has to be
moved round to receive the blow of the clapper on
another part of the sound bow.
There are some essential points in bell hanging
which should receive more than a passing notice.
First as to the distance from the lip of bell to the
centre of gudgeons or whether a bell should be hung
clear of or "tucked up" into the stock. Second
as to the size of bell wheel and the dimensions of
gudgeons and third as to the distance between the
centre of gudgeons and the centre of clapper staple.
A bell in swinging observes the dynamical laws
due to a compound pendulum and in order to swing
properly must be so regarded. The lower a bell is
hung the greater is the distance between the centre
of suspension and the centre of oscillation and the
more easily but more slowly it can be set swinging.
When rung in peal a large bell so hung requires
more force to ring it in the same time as the
smaller ones requires more power to check it in
changes and exerts more centrifugal force on the
frame work than it would if tucked up a little into
the stock. If a large bell be well hung in a good
frame and strong tower it may be rung much more
easily and will clapper much better if the distance
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from its lip to the centre of its gudgeons be threefourths of its diameter than it would if tucked up
into the stock but this proportional distance for large
bells weighing a ton and upwards is only admissable
when they have to be rung by themselves. Those
which have to be rung in peal must have the
distance between the lip and the centre of the
gudgeons much less than this.
As it is only at the commencement of its swing
any useful force can be applied to a bell and that
through a limited distance only it follows that for
heavy bells the wheels should not be too large.
For a bell 4- feet in diameter 7 feet is sufficient for
the diameter of the wheel but with smaller bells
a larger proportional diameter is not detrimental.
The gudgeons for a 4- feet bell should be I ~ inches
in diameter and 21 inches long. They are generally
much shorter than this proportion and often smaller
in diameter and the weight being thrown on a
much smaller bearing surface the lubricant is
squeezed out the friction is thereby greatly increased
and both gudgeons and brasses rapidly wear away.
The distance between the centre of the gudgeons
and the centre of the clapper bolt must be sufficient
to impart the necessary impulse to enable the
clapper to fly after the bell and to strike it on the
high side when it is being raised. A bell which is
hung low cannot fail of having sufficient distance
between the centres of the gudgeons and the clapper '
staple whilst on the other hand the distance allowed
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may be more than is necessary. In bells which are
tucked up two extremes have to be avoided. In
the first place if the centres of the gudgeons and
clapper staple coincide with each other it is evident
no impulse can be imparted to the clapper and it
cannot fly at all. Secondly the distance between
these centres may be so great that the angle through
which the clapper has to travel is made so large
that no impulse that can be imparted to it when
raising the bell is sufficient to enable it to overtake
the upper side of the bell. It consequently strikes
the lower side and at the wrong time and is
technically said to strike or " rise false" a condition
dangerous to the bell and difficult for the ringer to
manage. Where practicable the angle made by
two straight lines drawn from the centre of the
staple through the centre of the clapper at its two
opposite positions for striking the sound bow should
not exceed 60°.
From the frequency of its occurrence a caution
against the custom of "clappering" bells for chiming
cannot be too strongly urged.
When the bell
rope itself is tied to the clapper and pulled athwart
the ground truck at a considerable angle to the
proper path of the clapper the result is sure to
be that the rope gets chafed and liable to break and
the clapper box wears irregularly upon the staple
allows the clapper to strike the bell as readily in the
wrong as in the right part of the sound bow.
After this has been going on for some time it is
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unsafe to ring the bell as at any moment the rope
may break or the clapper through striking on an
improper part may crack the bell. Many fine old
bells have been thus spoilt. If bells must be
chimed in a way similar to this another rope and
ground truck should be used so that the clapper
may swing in its proper direction or a set of
Ellacombe's chiming hammers would be still better.
The tower itself and the main beams for
carrying the bell frame come within the architect's
rather than the bell founder's province but very
often the bells have to be adapted to the tower
the tower not having been built to properly accommodate the bells. To avoid this with new towers
the architect should always he informed beforehand
of the number and size of the bells for which he
has to provide. A ring of eight requires a square
tower measuring four times the diameter of the
tenor bell and a ring of six three and a half times
l,e, for a ring of eight with a 4- feet tenor the tower
should measure 16 feet X 16 feet inside to allow
ample room for hanging the bells in the best method
of arrangement.
The main beams should rest on large stone
corbels and should be of sufficient scantling to
ensure stiffness as well as strength. Their stiffness
may be increased by using struts carried by corbels
lower down or by a judicious application of trussing.
They should also be at the proper level for bolting
the bottom timbers of the bell cage directly to
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them. Their ends may run into the walls of the
tower if proper holes are built for th e purpose so
as to allow for an air space around them and to
The bell
facilitate their removal or renewal.
frame should either be fitted very firmly against the
walls or be quite clear of them all the way round
it. With a ricketty frame it is almost impossible to
prevent an injurious oscillation being imparted to
the tower whether its sides touch the walls or not.
The ringing chamber should be lofty and the
height from its floor to the bells should be sufficient
to allow of a second good floor between them.
When this cannot be attained the underside of the
main beams may be made to carry a floor on which
should be placed a layer of sawdust shavings or
gravel twelve or eighteen inches deep to deaden the
sound of the bells to the ringers. When the ringing
chamber is immediately over a portion of the
interior of the church the underside of the floor
should be similarly packed to deaden the sound of
the ringers' feet. The belfry windows should be
large and the bells fixed above the cills. With a
4- feet tenor a ring of eight requires the windows
to be at least 10 feet high X 5 feet wide. When
louvres are used they should not be too close
together. Hartley's patent rolled glass is a much
better material than stone or wood and louvres
made of it are better in appearance and allow the
sound to escape more freely than when made of
either wood or stone.
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Much of the information given in so condensed
a form is necessarily of a general nature. It is not
intended to explain the art of bell founding in its
entirety but rather to describe its more important
features especially those which have been omitted
from previous works on the subject. The rules
which follow will be found useful to all who wish
to obtain in a ready manner the approximate
amount necessary to furnish a tower with a ring
of good bells suitable for its size or to ascertain
what number of bells and what weights and notes
a given amount of money will purchase.
In order that the reader may not suppose that
the information now given is formulated from
untried theories the writer considers it proper to
explain that Messrs. L1ewellins and James of
Bristol have been for a long period at considerable
trouble and expense in putting them to the test of
practice with very successful results as their later
productions may be left to testify.
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0

obtain an approximate estimate of the

.~ cost of a ring of six or eight good bells

if

sufficiently large to properly fill a square
tower of ordinary size (say from 12 feet to
20 feet inside measure) with frame work
fittings and hangings complete three guineas per
superficial foot of floor space may be reckoned on
and the total number of guineas (not pounds) divided
by ten will give about the total weight of the ring
in hundredweights.
The total weight of a ring of bells may be dis-,
tributed according to the following table which gives
the proportional weight of the tenor and treble bells
in relation to the total weight of the ring the weights
of the other bells ranging proportionally between
them.
T he Ring.

T enor.

i
!
"

No. of bells 4- about
Of
Of

5
6

Of

8

Of

10

"

3

TO"

" t
" t

i

Tr ehle.

to

i

of the weight ofthe ring.

t

Of

"

1

"

Of

TO"
1

Tlf

"

"

1

Of

Of

~ 1.-

These proportions will be found correct for rings
of ordinary weight but are liable to variation if
the bells are exceptionally light or heavy.
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A treble bell should never be of a higher note
than G natural concert pitch and it has already been
explained why its weight should be proportionately
greater than that of the tenor. For rings of the
following number of bells the tenor should not be
lighter or its note higher than here stated.
The ring.

Least weight.

6 Bells
ll"

9 cwt.
15"

Highe st note.

Bb (concert pitch).
G

10"

21

ED

12"

36

C

When the weight of the tenor bell has been
determined its note may also be determined by
reference to the table below in which a preference
should be given to the highest note that the weight
is found to command and the weights of the other
bells in the ring should be in the same proportion
as those given in the examples of suitable rings
which follow afterwards.
Note of Tenor Bell which should weigh not less than

6 cwt,
6t "
7 "
7,} "
8t "
1O?! "
I2-} "
15 "

C concert pitch
B

BI>

"

A
Ab
G

Gb
F

18
21

E

EI>

-,

"

8 cwt,

9 "

.

IO~ "

12
13
IS
18
21

"
"

"

"

"

25

"

"

3°

"

D
Db

25 "
29 "

C

35
G

or more than

"

35
42 "
5° "

I

2 I cwt. may be either Eb E or
Eb would be suitable for a light E for a medium and

The note of a tenor
F.

F for a heavy ring of be lls.
Rules for arranging
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T he w eight may be that

se t again st ea ch note or any intermediat e weight.
Note of Treble Bell which should weighnot less than or more than

G concert pitch
Gb
"
F
"
E
"
Eb
"

3t cwt,
3 ~-

D
Db

"

4
4t
4f
5
6

C

"

7

"

"
"
"

6 cwt.
6t "

7t "
9

"

10

"

11

"
"

"
"
Ill"

14

Treble bell s may also be made of any intermediate
weight between the weights set against each note the
heaviest cla ss of ring requiring the he aviest treble.

A table ' of ring s of bells is now suggested which
gives the approximate weight proper for each bell
and the key note of the tenors (concert pitch).
;"UI T ABLE J'I NG S O F f O UR :J3E L L S .

Notes.

Bell.
I

Treble ., cwt,

2

4

5
4 Tenor 6
3

Total

"
"
"

2
0

qrs. F or E or

"

a

"

2

"

ED

E " D~ " D
D"~"C
C"B " ED

19 cwt, o qrs.

NOTE.-Rings of three four and five bells are usually composed of
light bells to which the general rules laid down do not apply. A few
examples cf such light rings are given but the larger rings will be
found to conform to those rules.
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( Treble

+cwt.

2

5

6
3
+Tenor 8
Total

23

2

qrs. E

"

0

"

D~

"
"

0

"
"

B or not flatter than A

cwr.

2

0

c~

qrs.

( Treble 5 cwt, o qrs. D
2
6 " 0 " C~
2
7 "
3
" B
+Tenor (0 " 0 " A or not flatter than G
Total

28

cwt,

2

qrs.

Treble 6ewt. o qrs, Db
2
7
" 0 " C
3
9 " 0 " Bb
4- Tenor 12 " 0 " Ab
1

Total

or C~

" B~
[thanF
" Ai
" ci or not fiatter

Hewt. o qrs.

~UITABLE P.INGS O F fiVE J3ELLS .

1
2

Treble 4oewt. o qrs. F#
+ " 2 " E

5
6
+
5 Tenor 8

3

Total

27

"

0

"

"

0

"

"

0

"

cwt.

2

qrs.

D#
Ci
B or not flatter than A
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Treble fewt. z qrs. E

z

5 "

0

" D

3

6

"

0

"

47 "
5 Tenor 10 "

2

" B

0

"

A or not flatter than G

33 cwt, o qrs.

Total

I

C~

Treble 5 cwt, o qrs.

Eb

o " Db
37" o " C
49 " o " Bb
6 "

z

5 Tenor
Total

I

12

"

39 cwt,

o "
0

At> or not flatter th an F~

qrs.

Treble 6ewt. o qrs. D

z

7

3
f
5 Tenor

8

Total

"
"

0

10

"

0

15

"

0

"

2

qr s.

46 cwt,

0

"
"

"

C
B
A
G or not flatter than F

;3U IT A B L E ~I N G S O F ;'>IX j3ELL S .

I

Treble fewt. o qrs. G

z

4

3

5 "
5 "

45

6

6 Tenor 9
Total

"
"
"

2
0

z
z
0

"
"

F

"

D

"

"

34 cwt, z qrs.

Eb

C
Eb or not Hatter th an Ab
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1

T reble

2

4
5
6

3

cwr.

2

"

0

.t

0

4

7

"

0

5

9

"
"

0

6 Tenor

12

Total
I

43

Treble

5

6

2

3

7

4

8

5

10

6 T enor

13

Total

cwt.

qrs. F

"
"
"
"

0

"

2

qrs.

ED
DD
C

ED
AD or not Hatter than GD

ewt . o qrs. E
" 0 " D

"
"
"
"

0
2
0

"
"t.

C

"

G or not flatter than F

B
A

5I ewt. 3 qrs.

Treble 6ewt. o qrs. Eb or D~
7 " 0 " DD' " C~
8 " 2 " CD " E
3
10
4
" 0 " BD " A~
0 " AD " G~
13 "
5
6 T enor 18 " 0 " GD " F~ not flatter than E
I

2

Total
I
2

62

ewt.

2

qrs.

Treble 7 ewt. o qrs. D
8 " 0 " C

3
4

B
A

0

" G

0

"

F or not flatter than D~

0

qrs.

"

0

"
"

0

5

15

6 T enor

2I

Total

"
"

9
II

"

7 I ewt.
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Rules for arranging
Ring" of Bells.

Treble 4- cwt.

1

2

4-

"

2

3
45

5

0

6

"

7

"

1

6

8

0

7

10

8 Tenor

15

"
"
"

Total

"

60 cwt.

0

2

qrs. G
" F~

"
"
"
"
"

0

"

2

qrs.

E
D

C
B
A.
G or not flatter than F

I

F~

2

E~

Treble 5 cwt, o qrs. Gb . or
5 " 2 " F "
6 " 0 " Eb "
3
7 " 0 " Db. "
48 " 2 " Cb "
5
6
10 "
0
" Bb ..
0
13 "
7
" Ab "
8 Tenor 18 " 0 " Gb "
Total

1
2

D~
C~

B

A~

G~

[than E

E~ or not flatter

73 cwt . o qrs.

Treble 6cwt. o qrs. F
6 " 1 " E

3
4-

7
8

"
"
"

0

0

5

9

6

1I

"

0

7

14-

3

8 Tenor

2I

"
"

Total

83 cwt,

2

" D
" C
" Eb
"
"

0

"

2

qrs.

A
G
F or not flatter than ED
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Treble 9 cwt, I qrs. E
6 " 3 " D~
8 "
3
" ~
Q "
4" B
II
5
" 0 " A
6
13 " 0 " G~
17
7
" 2 " F~
8 Tenor 25 " 0 " E or not flatter than D
- - --Total
97 cwt, 0 qrs.
I

2

I

2
3
45
6
7
8

Treble 7 cwt, o qrs.
7 " 2 "
9 " 0 "
10 " 2 "
12 " 2 "
16 " 0 "
21 " 0 "
Tenor 30 "
"

°

Total

I

9
10

"

13
17
20
28
7
8 Tenor 4-0

"
"
"
"
"

3
45
6

Total

F
Eb or not flatter than Db

I I 3 cw t, 2 qrs.

Treble 8 cwt.

2

Eb
D
C
Bb
Ab
G

"

° qrs.

Db

0
2
0
0
2
0
0

"

C

"
"

Bb
Ab
Gb

"
"
"

Eb
Db or not flatter than B

"

14-6 cwr. 0 qrs.

F
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' Treble 4- ew t.

4- "
5 "
5 "
6 "

2

Ru les for arranging
Rin gs of Bells.

3

4-

5
6
7

7
9

8

' 0

9
10

'4Tenor

Total

I

21

I

3
0

qrs. G

"
,.

"
I

"

"

"
"
"

"

0

"

I

qrs.

I

qrs. G

Treble 5 cwr.

"

2

5 "

3

"

3

6

"

I

"

45
6

7 "
8 "

0

"
"

0

"
"
"

3

7

12

8

15

9

21

10

T enor 30

Total

12 2

Eb
D
C
Bb
Ab
G
F
Eb not flatter

0

88 cwt.

10

F

"
.,"

3
3

2

2

0

0

"
,."
"
"
"

"

F

Eb
D
C
Bb
Ab
G

F
Eb or not flatter than Db

cwt , 0 qrs.

Treble 6 cwt , o qrs. F
2
7 " 0 " Eb
8 " 0 " Db
3
9 " 0 " C
4I

TEN J3 ELL S .
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5
6
7
8
9
10

10 cwr , 2 qrs.
0 "
Ij "
17 " 0 "
20 " 2 "
28 " 0 "
Tenor 4-0 " 0 "

Total

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Ab

Go
F

Eb
Db or not flatter than B

159 cwt. o qrs.

Treble 8ewr. o qrs.
9 " 0 "
10 " 0 "
II
" 0 "
13 " 0 "
16 " 2 "
21 " 0 "
25

"

2

35
9
10 Tenor 50

"

0
0

Total

B

"

"
"
"

199 cwt, o qrs.

n

E
D
C
B

A
G
F
E
D
C or not flatter than B

5°
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CHAPTER V.

The Church Bells
of Bristol.

THE l-HU f\CH }3 ELLS OF }3f1.!.STOL.
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following brief description of the church
bells of Bristol may be of interest this city
being so exceptionally rich in the number
and excellence of its bells as well as of
That most
its ecclesiastical buildings.
beautiful of parish churches ST. MARY REDCLIFF
contains one of the heaviest and finest rings of
They were cast at
twelve bells in England.
various dates and have been gradually increased
from a very heavy ring of six to their present
number. The eleventh and tenor were cast by
the earlier Purdues in 1622 the fifth and sixth by
Abraham Rudhall of Gloucester in 1698 the seventh
eighth ninth and tenth by T. Bilbie of Chewstoke
in 1763 the second and third bells by T. Mears
of London in 1823 and the treble and second by
Mears and Stain bank in 1872. The whole of these
bells may be reckoned well in tune and peal with
the exception of the treble which is not of so good
a tone as the second. The fifth eighth ninth and
eleventh are particularly fine in' their tone. The
tenor is C natural slightly flatter than concert pitch
and is generally estimated to weigh about 48 cwt,
It is now 61 inches in diameter but before its lip

ff
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was chipped off it may have measured 64- inches.
Its sound bow is very much worn by the clapper in
various places and although still a fine toned bell
most likely it is not quite so good at present as it
was two centuries ago. The total weight of the
ring is about 10 tons. The weights of the bells
composing this ring the writer calculates would
closely approximate to the following scale although
commonly estimated much in excess.
Bell.

No.

"

Note.

(Treble) G
2
F
I

" 3
" 4" 5
" 6

E
D
C
B

" 7

A

" 8
" 9

G

F
E
D
" II
" 12 (T enor) C

" 10

Diamet er.

Weight.

6k cwt.
"
7 "
8 "
1
3 !r "
8it "
33t "
10
35t "
"
lot "
36t "
13t "
4-°t "
16 "
4-3ft "
19 "
4- 6i "
sot "
23 "
54-t "
30 t "
64- ? (originally) 4-8 ? "
29 inches.
30~'

Total

200"

The CATHEDRAL has but four bells the three
smaller of which are mediseval, The treble in Eb
and the second in D were probably cast about the
year 1500 during the time of Abbot Newland.
The third bell in C is much older.
This is
peculiarly straight sided and unusually tall but it is
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a beautifully cast bell. The largest weighin?; about
20 cwt. was cast in 1670 by R. Purdue but is not
a fine toned bell. The top is spongy and it is has
a deep thin lip the remov al of which would improve
its tone. Its note E natural is not in tun e with the
other bells. The quarters being struck on the first
and second bells sound very peculiar giving only a
semi tone inste ad of an interval of a perfect fourth
which is most usual and more pleasing.
ST. NICHOLAS rebuilt in 1768 has a fine ring of
ten the tenor of which is much admired. Its note
is C sharp weight about 36 cwt. and it was cast in
1804- by T . Mears of London who also cast the
treble in 1817 and the second in 18°9. The third
fourth fifth sixth seventh and eighth bells are by
Thomas Rudhall in 1764-.
The anci ent Norman church of ST. JAMES built
about 1134- has also a ring of ten bells. Originally
there was a very fine ring of eight cast by Abel
Rudhall in 175 S of which the original treble second
third fourth fifth and sixth remain the seventh bell
was recast in 1778 by T. Rudhall and the tenor in
J839 by T . Mears. This last weighs 28 cwt. and
the note is called D natural but it is in reality
a compound of D and D sharp which produces
great harshness of tone. In J866 the ring was
increased to ten but neither of the add itional
bells are well in tune or peal with the others
and they mar rather than improve the effect of
the whole.
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The merriest peal of bells in Bristol is generally
thought to be at CHRIST CHURCH in the city.
Previous to the church being rebuilt there was
a ring of eight only with a tenor in E natural
of the present concert pitch (but then called F) cast
by Abraham Rudhall in 1716. In 1789 Wm.
Bilbie added two new trebles and tuned the whole
lowering the key to Eb.
The bells were not
individually improved by the process but as they
are all in tune and peal are well hung in a roomy
and strong tower are kept in good condition and
are used by a good company of ringers who on
account of the lightness of the bells can ring them
in very quick time the effect of the whole is so
pleasing and inspiriting that they are generally
considered to be the best ring of ten in Bristol.
There are some fine rings of eight in Bristol
the best being at ST. STEPHEN'S Church but the very
beautiful tower of this church from its great height
and slender proportions is not so stable a structure
as a tower should be for heavy bells. They do not
" go " so well in consequence and are therefore less
frequently used. The whole ring was cast by Abel
Rudhall in r 759 the tenor being ahout 20 cwt, in
E natural concert pitch. Another good but much
lighter ring in the same key but with a tenor less
than r 7 cwt, is at ALL SAINTS' Church. This
ring was cast complete by Abraham Rudhall in
1727. The treble bell is particularly fine. The
ring of eight at ST. PETER'S also by A. Rudhall

---IL
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sadly wants rehanging. The tenor is a flat E of
about 18 cwt, There are eight of about the same
weight and pitch at ST. MARY-LE-PORT cast by
W m. Evans of Chepstow which cannot be called
a good ring as the harmonics of the trebles are
so disagreeably audible above the notes of the other
bells.
ST. THOMAS' Church has a ring of eight bells
of which the treble second and third are by Tho"
Bilbie th e fourth is dated 1627 the fifth and sixth
are medi reval and the seventh and tenor by Richard
Purdue in 1666. The seventh is a very fine bell
and so was the tenor a flat D weighing about 28
cwt. but it was broken some years ago.
The celebrated leaning tower of TEMPLE
Church contains a ring of eight bells of which the
seventh and tenor are cracked the fifth is a poor
bell and the treble unduly heavy. Their dates and
founders are as follows ; Treble
2nd
3rd
4 th
5 th
6th
7 th
Tenor

1726
1726
1658

1740
16 57
1657
17 21
172 1

Bilbie
Bilbie
W. and R. Purdue
Bilbie
W. and R. Purdue
W. and R. Purdue
BiIbie
Bilbie.

The tenor weighs about 2 I cwt. in Eb concert
pitch. As the tower can scarcely be considered

--l----.-------L:
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safe for so great a weight it is to be regretted that
the ring is not converted into a lighter one of six
bells which might be done free of cost (re-hangin g
excepted) either by using the present second third
and sixth as the t reble second and fifth of the
proposed ring recasting the present fourth into the
new third a semitone lower the present fifth into
the new fourth and the present seventh into the
new tenor. Or better still the whole of the present
ring might be exchanged for a new ring of six of
about two-thirds the present total weight.
ST. PHILIP'S Church has a ring of eight by
Bilbie all of which are very fair bells with the
exception of the tenor.
ST. MATTHEW'S Church Kingsdown possesses
a ring of eight bells cast by Jefferies and Price in
1835 and 1836. These wer e about the last church
bells cast in Bristol previous to the revival of the
art by Llewellins and James. The trebles of this
ring are weak and the harmonics of most of the
bells are very distinct and it can hardly be called a
successful peal.
The Parish Church of CLIFTON dedicated to
ST. ANDREW has a modern light ring of eight of
which the tenor was cast by Jefferies and Price in
1838 and the rem ainder by Robert Stainbank of
London in 1868. The tenor is not so good as the
new bells and they are all much too light for a ring
of eight.
Belonging to ST. W ERBURG'S tower recently
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rem oved from Corn Street and now in course of
re-erect ion in M ina Ro ad is a light ring of six of
whi ch th e third and ten or are medi reval the fourth
dated 1608 and the treb le second and fifth by
Abraham Rudhall of Gloucester in 1696. The
tenor weigh s n early 12 cwt. in the key of Ab ,
Thi s is gene rally con sidered a good ring of six as
also are ST. MICHAEL'S with a tenor of 12 cwt. and
ST. M ARK'S or the M AYOR'S CHAPEL with a tenor
of 10 cwt. Both rings were cast by W. Evans of
Ch epstow.
The ten or of the ring of six at ST. J OHN'S THE
BAPTIST is a very inferior one cast by th e Purdues
in 1649 .
ST. AUCUSTINE'S THE LESS College
Green has two bells only namely the tenor and
treble of a ring of four.
Th ere is the frame work complete for a ring of
ten at ST. PAUI.'S Portland Squ are of which (in
addition to a sanc tum bell) th ere is the treble sixth
and tenor bells only all cast by J. R udhall in 1792
and 1795 . The ten or is a flat D of 53i inches
diam et er and weighs about 26} cwt. This is the
most effective hour bell in Br istol owing to the
great weight of its clock hamme r (112 lbs.] more
th an to th e superiority of the bell itself. Previou sly
to having measur ed this bell and jud ging from its
tone only the w riter expected to hav e found a
bell weigh ing about 35 cw t instead of one so
mu ch lighter a very good instan ce of th e greater
efficiency of a heavy clock hammer as well as a
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heavy bell clapper in bringing out the full tone
of a bell.
The latest addition made to the church bells
of Bristol is a light ring of six cast in 1875 by
Llewellins and J ames for ST. LUKE'S Church
Bedminster. These were the first bells cast upon
the lines here proposed. The second and fourth
which were maiden bells are the best of the peal
the tenor which is 10! cwt. and in the key of G
was for the sake of economy cast light in fact too
light for that note and it does not properly cover
the sound of the smaller bells. As the re is ample
space in the tower for two more bells the ring
could be readily augmented into one of eight by
adding a new treble and a new tenor of about
16 cwt. in F. This would necessit ate the flattening
of the present fourth whilst the present tenor would
make a good seventh hell. With the proposed
new bells the ring would be constituted an effective
light ring of eight and be a considerable improvement upon the present peal.
There are about thirty other churches in Bristol
and Clifton possessing one two or three bells each
but none of these demands special mention.
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